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ABSTRACT

THE FUTURE POPULATION OF CANADA AND ITS AGE DISTRIBUTION

Frank T. Denton, Christine H. Feaver, and Byron G. Spencer
McMaster University

Hamilton, Ontario, Canada

This paper makes available a number of projections of the age-sex distribution of the Canadian

population for the 45-year period 1996 to 2041 and comparisons with the previous 45-year period.

The projections combine assumptions relating to fertility, mortality, and migration so as to produce

future populations characterised as “medium”, “old”, “young”, “high immigration” and “low

immigration”.   Supplementary calculations include growth rates, for both the total population and

selected age groups, and various types of dependency ratios, including ones with a range of age-

differentiated weights.  It is concluded that substantial aging of the Canadian population appears

virtually certain but, based on the demographic evidence, the “dependency burden” is likely to

remain below the peak levels attained during the baby boom.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to make available some basic information about the Canadian

population, past and projected.  It is intended as a background study for the IESOP research

program.  (IESOP is an acronym for Independence and Economic Security of the Older Population.)

We offer projections of the population and its age-sex distribution for the 45-year period 1996 to

2041, and for comparison we provide similar historical information for the previous 45 years, thus

spanning most of the period since World War II.  Some supplementary calculations are provided

also: projected and historical growth rates for the total population and selected age groups and

various types of dependency ratios.  In accordance with the terms of reference of the IESOP

program, our focus is primarily the older population and the process of population aging, with its

implications for dependency relations within the Canadian population.  However, to view population

aging in a proper context it is necessary to pay attention to demographic changes more broadly,

including changes at the young end of the age spectrum.  Indeed, the phenomenon of population

aging is primarily a consequence of historical and prospective fertility levels, rather than of

increased longevity, as is sometimes thought to be the case.

The population projections, and the associated labour force projections required for some of the

dependency ratio calculations, have been generated using the MEDS1 computer program.  (MEDS

stands for Models of the Economic-Demographic System; MEDS1 is the demographic component
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of the MEDS set of projection programs.  See Denton, Feaver, and Spencer, 1994.)  It is, of course,

impossible to know what the Canadian population will be in 10 years, let alone 45.  However, it is

possible to explore the implications of alternative assumptions about future fertility, mortality, and

migration, and that we do by considering alternative demographic scenarios.  What is of greatest

interest for IESOP purposes is the robustness of the projections of the older population and its

relative position in the overall age distribution in moving from one set of assumptions to another.

2. DEFINITION AND MEASUREMENT ISSUES

There are some important issues of population definition and measurement that deserve attention

before proceeding to the projection model and the projections themselves.  Changes in the

population are, of course, the net result of births, deaths, and migratory movements in and out.

Births and deaths are accurately measured but there are well known problems with the measurement

of migration. Emigration is especially difficult to evaluate accurately since there are no explicit

records of movements of Canadians to other countries and the movement must therefore be inferred

indirectly from related information.  Immigration also presents difficulties: in any year, migration

into Canada includes persons from other countries intending to take up residence here, inflows of

nonpermanent residents, and Canadians returning from abroad.  The latter component is particularly

troublesome from a measurement point of view.

Another well known problem in the measurement of population is undercounting in the census.

(Overcounts are possible too but undercounting is the most common type of error.)  Undercounting

has long been a problem in census taking, and in spite of modern methods and careful design of

procedures it still is.  (In the U.S. it has led to major controversy and litigation because of its
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implications for the apportionment of congressional and legislative seats and for the distribution of

government funds based on population counts; for discussion of the issue in the U.S., see Breiman

1994, Freedman and Wachter 1994, Belin and Rolph 1994, and the discussion by other authors

accompanying those articles.)  Statistics Canada has used sampling methods to make estimates of

census undercounts in the past but it has now started to make explicit corrections.  This and the

refinement of migration definitions have led to the following changes in the Statistics Canada

definition and calculation of the population:

(1) The population figures at census dates are now adjusted for population undercount; the

population estimates between and after census dates are implicitly adjusted too, inasmuch

as they are calculated using the census figures as benchmarks.  The adjustments are carried

out at the level of age-sex-province categories and totals are obtained by summation.

(2) Nonpermanent residents are now included in the population and their net movements into

and out of the country are identified explicitly.

(3) Canadians returning from abroad are now identified as a separate category of immigration.

3. THE POPULATION PROJECTION MODEL

We describe in this section the demographic model incorporated into the MEDS1 program, and

thus underlying the projections in this paper.  For the most part, the model is the standard

demographic projection model.  Let  be the cohort of people of sex , age , at the middle of

year .  The cohort will be of age  one year later, in year .  During the interval, the cohort

will have been augmented by inflows of immigrants, nonpermanent residents, and Canadians

returning from abroad, and it will have been diminished by deaths, emigration of Canadians (and
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permanent residents), and the exit of nonpermanent residents.  A few of the migrants in and the

migrants out will have died after entering or leaving the country but the numbers will be so small

that they can be ignored.  (Migrants will have moved about half-way through the year, and thus will

have been exposed to only half a year of mortality risk after arriving or departing, on average.  Also,

the fact of their migration indicates that they are likely to be in good health.)  For all but the very

youngest age group, the population of sex , age  at time  is thus given by

(1)

 is the rate of mortality for the cohort over the preceding one-year interval and 

is the number of immigrants (over the same interval) who are of age  at time .   refers

to Canadians returning from abroad,  to emigrants from Canada to other countries, and  to

the net inflow of nonpermanent residents.  (The availability of data does not support separate

treatment of inflows and outflows of nonpermanent residents.)  We set  for males,  for

females.    is the highest age to which anyone lives.

The calculation is somewhat different for infants -- children born during the interval   to .

The number of persons of age 0 at  (children who have not reached their first birthday) is given

by 

(2)
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 is the number of live births of sex  over the  to  interval and  is the proportion

of the newborn children who die before the end of the interval.  The  and  flows,

which have the same definitions as before, are likely to be very small, but are included for

completeness.

The rates of mortality for males and females are allowed to vary over a projection period, in

accordance with user-specified assumptions.  To recognize that formally we express the rates as

functions of time and write

(3)

The overall totals of the migration flows (symbolized, with no sex or age subscript, by

) are also permitted to vary, again in accordance with user-specified

assumptions:

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

The proportionate age and sex distributions of the migrant flows are assumed constant over a

projection period, and we therefore allocate the flow totals on the basis of the following relations:

(8)
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(9)

(10)

(11)

 and  are the proportions of  and  respectively, allocated

to sex , age , in any year .

The number of live births is determined by applying age-specific fertility rates to the female

population in the childbearing age range.  The total is then allocated to males and females on the

basis of a fixed sex ratio at birth.  Letting  denote the ratio of male to female births, and letting 

and  denote the numbers of male and female births, the total number of births is then allocated

as follows:

(12)

(13)

In practice,  is set equal to about 1.05, the mean ratio over the period 1987-91.  (The ratio is quite

stable over time.)

The childbearing age range is usually defined, for statistical purposes, as 15 to 49, inclusive, and

we adopt that definition.  The total number of live births is then calculated as

(14)                                                    
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where  is the fertility rate for women of age  at time .  (The fertility rate is the number of live

births to women of a given age, divided by the number of women of that age.)   stands for the

number of live births during the 12 months preceding the middle of year .  A cohort of women who

were of age  at the end of the 12-month period, and subject to fertility rate  at that time, would

have been of age  at the start of the period, and subject then to fertility rate   The

averaging of the fertility rates and cohort sizes in equation (14) is intended to take account of that.

(Note that the fertility rates for  and  are set to in the equation.)

There are 35 age-specific fertility rates over the childbearing range.   Rather than deal with them

individually for population projection purposes it is convenient to parameterize the fertility schedule

so that the entire schedule can be generated from a small set of parameters.  The Gompertz function

fits the cumulative fertility schedule quite closely and we use it for that purpose (see Denton and

Spencer 1974; 1975, Ch.2).  Letting  denote the sum of the fertility rates up to exact age  at

time  we then have

(15)

where  is a reference age chosen for convenience.  (We set  equal to 28 but the choice is

arbitrary; it does not affect the final calculation of fertility rates when the function is applied.)  The

function has three parameters,  and each carries a  subscript, indicating that it can vary

over time.  The Gompertz function is continuous on the interval ( - , ).  However, for our

purposes it is interpretable only over the childbearing range, and we set  to 0 for integer values
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of  less than 16 and greater than 50.  The age-specific fertility rates are calculated by differencing

the cumulative function:

(16)

One could project the Gompertz function, and hence the fertility rate schedule, by projecting the 

and parameters.  That would be more convenient than projecting the 35 age-specific fertility rates

directly.  However, the parameters are not readily interpretable and we have found it preferable to

project them indirectly.  To do that we establish a one-to-one correspondence with three

characteristics of the fertility rate distribution that are easier to understand, and hence easier to frame

assumptions about, namely the total lifetime fertility rate ( ), the median age of mothers at

childbirth ( ), and the interquartile range of age of mothers at childbirth ( ).  

represents the mean number of children that would be born alive to a cohort of women over the

whole of its childbearing period, assuming that no members of the cohort die over that period.

 is a locational measure and  is a measure of dispersion.  The three measures, taken

together, provide a convenient representation of the age distribution of fertility rates in any given

year.

We have constructed historical series for , , and , going back to 1921.  The

information provided by those series establishes a basis for framing assumptions about future values.

Given the future values for each year of a projection period, the corresponding values of 

  and  can then be found by solving the following three equations:

(17)
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(18)

(19)

The equations can be solved by straightforward application of standard iterative methods.

Projections of the labour force are required for the calculation of some of the “dependency

ratios” that we display and discuss later.  Projections are made of labour force participation rates and

“excluded” populations in 16 age-sex groups (males and females 15-19, 20-24, 25-34, 35-44, 45-54,

55-64, 65-69, and 70 and over).  The “excluded” population represents inmates of institutions (jails,

nursing homes, etc.) and Indians living on reserves, both of which groups are excluded from the

Statistics Canada Labour Force Survey.   The Survey also excludes members of the armed forces

and the populations of the Yukon and Northwest Territories but we have made special adjustments

(based on census and other data) in order to include those in our historical and projection tables.

The participation rates are projected on the basis of historical trends and likely long-run future

patterns of change (declining rates among the older population, convergence of male and female

rates, and so on).  The exclusion rates are assumed constant within age-sex groups.  Formally, then,

the labour force of sex , age group , in year , is given by

(20)

where  is the participation rate,  the exclusion rate, and  the population generated by the

population projection model.  (The subscript  is used here to denote one of the 8 age groups, rather

than a single year of age.  The single-age population projections are aggregated up to the age-group

level for purposes of the labour force calculations.)
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4.   HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The population more than doubled between 1951 and 1996, as shown in Table 1, but growth was

much more rapid in the early part of the period.  By 1951 the baby boom was already under way and

the population grew between 1951 and 1956 by 14.7 percent.  The rate was almost as high in the

next five-year period, but by 1961-66 it had fallen below 10 percent.  The rates after 1966 were

much lower as the baby boom turned to baby bust; by 1991-96 the rate had fallen to an estimated

6.4 percent.  

The boom-bust sequence has had marked effects on age distribution.  Until 1971 about two-fifths

of the population were “young” (defined here as under age 20), but by 1996 that proportion had

declined to little more than one-quarter.   The reduction in the young population was offset by

increases in the “working age” population (20 to 64), which went from just over 50 percent of the

total in the early 1960s to 61 percent in 1996, and in the “old” population (65 and over), which went

from less than 8 percent of the total in 1951 to more than 12 percent in 1996.

Another perspective on the changing age distribution comes from comparing numbers of people

rather than proportions.  Whereas the young population was 48 percent larger in 1996 than in 1951,

that of working age was 134 percent larger, and that of old age 232 percent larger.  We note also that

while the population 65 and over increased 3.3-fold, the population 75 and over increased 4.5-fold,

and the population 85 and over 6.8-fold.  Thus the older population has been growing at rates far in

excess of those for the population as a whole, and the “old old” at much greater rates still.

Women represent approximately half of the overall population.  In the 1950s they made up about

half of the 65-and-over population too but the proportion increased thereafter; in 1996 it was about

58 percent.  The increases were even more striking among the oldest age groups: from 52 to 63
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percent for those 75 and over, from 57 to 70 percent for those 85 and over.  There were 169 women

for every 100 men aged 75 and over in 1996, and 233 women for every 100 men aged 85 and over.

In large measure, the oldest population is thus a female population.

“Dependency ratios” are used sometimes as rough indicators of the ability of the population to

support itself.  Two types of ratios are reported here, one in which the working age population (W,

defined as 20-64), is the denominator, the other in which the number of people actually in the labour

force (L) is the denominator.  Four individual ratios are calculated for each type: one with total

population (P) as numerator, one with the “elderly” (E, defined as 65 and over) as numerator, one

with the “young” (Y, defined as under 20) as numerator, and one with E+Y as numerator.

P/W and P/L are overall measures of dependency.  They both peaked in the 1960s and have been

much lower since.  The decline was a consequence mostly of the reduction in the number of young

persons, and that is reflected in the Y/W and Y/L ratios, which were only half as large in 1996 as

they had been 30 or 35 years earlier.  But it is a consequence also of the rise in the proportions of

the working age population and the labour force.  Increases in the older population provided some

offset, but only a small one. 

5. PROJECTIONS

It is often said that the Canadian population is “aging,” and there has been much concern about

the consequences that that will have for the sustainability of the social support system, especially

health care and social security.  Our purpose is to assess how much “aging” is in prospect over the

next few decades.  We make five alternative sets of assumptions:  “medium”, “old population”,

“young population”, “high immigration”,  and “low immigration”.  

Medium: - the total fertility rate remains at 1.66 births per woman, the latest
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observed value
- “medium” rates of change in mortality rates, with result that life

expectancy at birth increases between 1991 and 2041 from 74.6 to
81.1 for males, and from 80.9 to 86.0 for females, increases of 6.5
and 5.1 years;1

- immigration remains at 200 thousand per year, approximating its
most recent observed value.

Old Population - the total fertility rate decreases linearly from 1.66 in 1996 to 1.30 in
2006 and remains at 1.30 thereafter;

- high rates of mortality change, with result that life expectancy at birth
increases between 1991 and 2041 by 8.2 years for males and 6.9 for
females;2

- immigration remains at 200 thousand per year.
Young Population - the total fertility rate increases linearly from 1.66 in 1996 to 2.50 in

2006 and remains at 2.50 thereafter;
- low rates of mortality change, with result that life expectancy at birth

increases between 1991 and 2041 by 3.7 years for males and 2.2 for
females;3

- immigration remains at 200 thousand per year.
High Immigration - “medium” assumptions, except that immigration increases to 300

thousand per year by 2001 and remains at that level thereafter.
Low Immigration - “medium” assumptions, except that immigration decreases to 100

thousand per year by 2001 and remains at that level thereafter.

The level of immigration is a matter of some controversy and policy concern. The interest in the

present context is to identify any tendency on the part of immigration to offset or exaggerate the

extent of population aging that would otherwise occur.4

Table 2 reports the basic projections under each of the five sets of assumptions.  The results are

shown also in terms of percentage age distributions (Table 3), percentage growth rates (Table 4),

female proportions (Table 5), and dependency ratios (Table 6).

With “medium” assumptions the population increases by one-third between 1996 and 2041, from
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30 to 40 million.  With the total fertility rate at 1.66 (well below the natural replacement rate of 2.1),

and the largest cohorts of women more than 30 years of age, almost all of the growth results from

immigration.  There are striking changes in the age distribution.  The population under 20 remains

virtually constant (Table 2) and accounts for less than 20 percent of the total by 2041, as compared

to about 27 percent in 1996 (Table 3).  The population 20 to 64 increases by 20 percent (Table 1),

but even so it accounts for only 55 percent of the total by 2041, as compared to 61 percent in 1996

(Table 3).  Thus the growth occurs mostly at the older ages: the population 65 and over increases

2.8-fold by 2041, by which time it accounts for more than a quarter of the total, as compared to less

than an eighth in 1996.  The “older old” populations grow even more rapidly:  by 2041 the popula-

tion 75 and over accounts for 14.2 percent of the total, compared to 5.1 in 1996, and the population

85 and over accounts for 4.5 percent in 2041, compared to 1.2 percent in 1996.  The strong tendency

towards aging is apparent also in Figures 1 through 5, which provide population pyramids based on

historical data for 1951 and 1966 and on the medium projections for 1996, 2016, and 2041.  It is

evident also in Figure 6, which shows the median age of the population.  The median was just over

25 in 1966, rose steadily to 35 by 1996, and it is projected to be about 45 by 2041 in the medium

projection.

We noted above the rise that has occurred in the proportion of women in the older population.

In the projection period we find that the trend is reversed to some extent (see Table 5), in conse-

quence of a narrowing of the gap between male and female life expectancies.  Even so, older women

far outnumber older men throughout the whole of  the projection period.

What difference does it make if the assumptions are changed?  In the “old” case the overall

population grows by less than a quarter over the 45-year period (compared to one-third in the
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“medium” projection), primarily as a result of the assumed fall in the fertility rate.5  The proportion

of young people is sharply reduced too, as one would expect.  The offset comes partly in the

proportion of working age, which increases slightly (half a percentage point), but mostly in the

proportion of elderly people.  The rise in the median age is notably sharper (to 50 by the year 2041;

see Figure 6).

With “young” assumptions the population grows by almost two-thirds over the projection period,

mostly as a consequence of  the higher fertility rate.6  With the rapid increase in their numbers, the

young account for almost 30 percent of the population by 2041.  At the other end of the age spec-

trum, the assumed slower reductions in mortality rates result in somewhat fewer people 65 and over

than in the medium case.  Even so, until 2031 the older population grows much more rapidly than

the population of young people:  by that year the older population accounts for 19.6 percent of the

total, up from 12.2 percent in 1996.  Thus, even in this extreme case, in which fertility rates are

assumed to return to levels that are much higher than have been seen in Canada for three decades

(and which most observers would regard as unlikely), and in which there are only relatively slow

gains in life expectancy, the most rapid growth in the population still occurs at the older end.  While

the growth of the under-20 population is not quite 80 percent over the 45-year projection period, the

growth of the 65+ population is more than 150 percent.  The median age continues to rise until 2011,

by which time it is 38, before then starting to decline.

What if immigration levels were to change?  That question is answered in the bottom two panels

of the tables.  As one would expect, there is a substantial impact on the population size: with “high”

immigration the population is 45.2 million by 2041; with “low” immigration it is 34.7 million.  But

the important point for present purposes is that the population age distribution is little affected by
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the level of immigration: the proportions under 20 and 20 to 64 are a little higher with “high”

immigration and a little lower with “low” immigration, but the differences are rather small.

Consider now the various measures of dependency, as reported in Table 6.  With “medium”

assumptions the two broadest measures, P/W and P/L, show slight decreases for the next decade or

so, followed by increases in the second and third decades of the next century as the members of the

baby boom generation reach age 65.  The most striking feature here is that the increases are rel-

atively modest, given the prospective growth of the elderly population.  The P/W ratio increases

from about 1.6 in 1996 to 1.8 in 2041; the P/L ratio rises from 2.0 to 2.2.  Indeed, at about 2.7 the

ratio was much higher in 1961 than it is projected to be at any time in the next 45 years.

The major feature that distinguishes the projection period from the past is the changing age

composition of dependency: there are large increases in the elderly ratios, E/W and E/L, and modest

decreases in the younger ones, Y/W and Y/L.  E/L, for example, was only 0.19 as recently as 1981

(Table 1); by 1996 that ratio had increased to 0.24 (Table 6), and under “medium” assumptions it

is projected to increase to 0.57 by 2041.  Continued declines in Y/W and Y/L, the “young” depend-

ency ratios, can be expected to provide only a partial offset.

The alternative projections show similarly modest increases in the P/L ratio.7  As would be

expected, E/L is somewhat higher and Y/L somewhat lower in the “old” projection, and the reverse

is true of the “young” one.  The level of immigration has little effect, one way or the other.  

The major conclusion, then, is that while the old dependency ratio will continue to increase,

becoming much higher in the future than it is today, the overall dependency ratio, which declined

rapidly between 1961 and 1991, will rise, but will still be low by historical standards.  Even after

2011, as the baby boom moves into old age, it will remain below the levels that it attained in the
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1950s, 1960s, and early 1970s.

6.  FURTHER CONSIDERATION OF DEPENDENCY RATIOS

It is evident that the size of the population over the next several decades will depend importantly

on the future course of fertility and immigration and, to a much lesser extent, on future mortality.

What we have concluded, however, is that under a wide range of “reasonable” alternative assump-

tions the population 65 and over will continue to increase much more rapidly than the overall

population for some decades, and hence will account for an increasingly large proportion of the total.

Even so, the overall dependency ratio, as calculated above, will remain low by historical standards.

A question, though, is whether all dependents should be treated as equal.8 In particular, it is often

said that the old are more “costly” to society than the young.  The claim of cost differences typically

refers to government expenditure programs (pensions and health care, in particular), but from a

social perspective one should consider all expenditures, whether or not they are funnelled through

the government accounts.  That leads us to explore further the measure of overall dependency.  We

consider how great the differences in weights for the old and young would have to be so that after

differential weighting the projected overall dependency ratio would reach as high a level by 2041

as the peak observed in the period since World War II.

The answer is provided in Figure 7.  Panel (i) shows the P/L ratio as normally measured -- that

is, with equal weights for all ages -- for the period 1951 to 2041; values after 1996 are based on the

“medium” projection.  (To facilitate later comparisons, the series is indexed at 100.0 in 1996.)   The

highest past value occurred in 1961, when it was about 35 percent greater than in 1996; by 2041 it

is only about 13 percent above the 1996 level.

With the older population assigned a weight 50 percent greater than the rest of the population,
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as in panel (ii), the historical peak is reduced somewhat and the peak in the projection period

increases but still remains well below the historical peak in 1961.  In panel (iii) the young (under-20)

population gets a weight that is 50 percent less than the rest of the population.  In consequence the

historical peak shifts back five years, to 1956, and is only 26 percent greater than in 1996, but once

again the peak in the projection period is lower than the historical one.  Finally, when the weight for

the young is 50 percent less than that for those 20-64 and the weight for the old is 50 percent greater,

as in panel (iv), the historical peak is reduced further, and is now slightly below the levels projected

for 2036 and 2041.  Thus, in the “medium” projection, per capita dependency costs associated with

the older population would have to be at least three times those associated with the young in order

to have the (weighted) future dependency ratio exceed what has already been experienced.9

7.  SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS

The baby boom resulted in rapid population growth in the two decades following World War II.

The growth has been much less rapid since the mid-1960s, when the boom ended, and there has been

a gradual “aging” of the population, as evidenced by the decrease of the “young” (under 20) from

about 40 percent of the total in the mid-1960s to little more than 25 percent by 1996, and the

increase in the “old” (65 and over) from less than 8 percent to more than 12.  Over the same period,

the median age increased from 25 to 35.  

The growth in the older population has been especially pronounced for women, who accounted

for 58 percent of the total by 1996, compared with slightly less than 50 percent before 1961.

Furthermore, the increase in the female proportion has been greater for the “older old”, reflecting

the growing divergence between female and male life expectancy over most of the period. 

With slower rates of growth have come lower overall dependency ratios:  the population-to-
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labour-force ratio fell from 2.7 in the latter part of the 1950s to less than 2.0 in the 1980s and 1990s.

That reduction reflects almost entirely the relative decrease in young persons, since the labour force

has grown almost as rapidly as the older population.

Looking to the future, we have made a range of projections under alternative assumptions about

the future course of fertility, mortality, and immigration.  Lower levels of fertility and continued

rapid gains in mortality reduction each result in “older” populations while higher levels of fertility

and slower reductions of mortality result in “younger” populations.  (Immigration has a major

impact on population size, but relatively little impact on its age distribution.)  At the one extreme

we have considered a projection in which the combined fertility and mortality assumptions yield

especially rapid aging of the population (an “old population”), and at the other a projection in which

the assumptions are set so as to produce a much slower pace of aging (a “young population”).  We

conclude that even with the “young population,” in which there is an early (and most observers

would think unlikely) return to levels of fertility not experienced in Canada since the 1960s, and

little further mortality reduction, there would be a very considerable increase in the proportion of

the population 65 and over and a further increase in the median age.  It thus appears certain that the

population will age substantially.  Even so, projected overall (unweighted) dependency ratios do not

rise to the levels attained in the 1950s, 1960s, and early 1970s.

The dependency ratio, as normally calculated, assigns the same weight to all age groups.  We

have explored the effects of assigning different weights to the older and younger groups and find

that the older would have to be given three times the weight of the younger population in order for

the projected ratio of population to labour force to attain the levels observed in earlier decades.  Such

a large difference in weights seems unlikely to be warranted.  In sum, substantial aging of the
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Canadian population appears virtually certain but the dependency “burden” is likely to remain below

earlier levels, at least insofar as one can judge from the demographic evidence.
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1. Changes in life expectancy in MEDS result from assumptions about the pace at which age-

sex-specific mortality rates change relative to the average annual rates of change over the

period 1971-1991.  In the medium projection it is assumed that for persons under 15 the rates

of change of the mortality rates will decline linearly from equality with the 1971-1991 rates

of change in 1991 to a quarter of the 1971-1991 rates in 2016 and subsequent years; for those

15 and older the declines are from 1.00 to 0.75 of the 1971-1991 rates of change for males

and from 1.00 to 0.50 for females.  (A factor of 1.00 means that the proportionate annual

change in a mortality rate will be the same as it was from 1971 to 1991; a factor of 0.75

means that the proportionate annual change will be three-quarters of what it was during that

period.)

2. In the “old population” projection it is assumed that for all persons under 15 the rate-of-

change factors decline linearly from 1.00 in 1991 to 0.50 in 2016 and to 0.25 in 2041; for

males 15 and older they increase from 1.00 to 1.25 by 2016 and then decline to 0.75 by

2041; for females they remain at 1.00 until 2016, after which they decline to 0.50 by 2041.

3. In the “young population” projection it is assumed for males under 15 that the rate-of-change

factors decline linearly from 1.00 in 1991 to zero in 2016, with no further change thereafter;

for males 15 and older they decline from 1.00 to 0.25; for females of all ages they decline

from 1.00 in 1991 to zero in 2016, with no further change thereafter.

4. Three additional assumptions must be made with regard to migration.  Consistent with recent

experience or stated policy intentions, we assume, in all projections, that emigration is

maintained at 0.16 percent of the previous year’s population, that the number of returning

ENDNOTES
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Canadians is equal to 48 percent of emigration, and that the number of non-permanent

residents remains at 220 thousand.

5. The change in the fertility assumption alone reduces population growth by 12.5 percentage

points in 2041, as compared to the “medium” projection, while the changes in mortality

assumptions increase it by 2.4 percentage points.

6. The fertility difference raises population growth by 33.3 percentage points, as compared to

the “medium” projection; the mortality differences reduce it by 3.3 percentage points.

7. As the trends are similar for the population-based and labour-force-based ratios, and as the

latter are probably the more relevant measures of dependency, we focus now on them. 

8. Clark and Spengler (1980) review the use (and misuse) of dependency ratios.

9. In his review of the literature relating to government expenditures, Foot (1989, p. 104),

referring to McDonald (1977), Clark, Kreps and Spengler (1978), and Clark and Spengler

(1980), noted that the per capita costs of maintaining elderly persons “on public programmes

in modern North American society” are two to three times those for young persons.  It

should be stressed that that observation relates only to public costs whereas our analysis

relates (implicitly) to all costs.
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FIGURE 1:  POPULATION AGE PYRAMID:  1951  CANADA
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
 BIRTH YEARS              MALES       AGE         FEMALES
 PRE 1861                             90+                           
 1861-1866                           85-89 *                        
 1866-1871                         * 80-84 *                        
 1871-1876                       *** 75-79 ***                      
 1876-1881                     ***** 70-74 ****                     
 1881-1886                    ****** 65-69 ******                   
 1886-1891                   ******* 60-64 *******                  
 1891-1896                  ******** 55-59 ********                 
 1896-1901                ********** 50-54 *********                
 1901-1906               *********** 45-49 **********               
 1906-1911             ************* 40-44 ************             
 1911-1916            ************** 35-39 **************           
 1916-1921           *************** 30-34 ***************          
 1921-1926          **************** 25-29 *****************        
 1926-1931          **************** 20-24 ****************         
 1931-1936           *************** 15-19 ***************          
 1936-1941          **************** 10-14 ****************         
 1941-1946      ********************  5- 9 *******************      
 1946-1951 *************************  0- 4 ************************ 
     %      6   5   4   3   2   1             1   2   3   4   5   6
                            PERCENT OF TOTAL POPULATION

FIGURE 2:  POPULATION AGE PYRAMID:  1966  CANADA
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------
 BIRTH YEARS              MALES       AGE         FEMALES
 PRE 1876                             90+                           
 1876-1881                         * 85-89 *                        
 1881-1886                        ** 80-84 **                       
 1886-1891                       *** 75-79 ***                      
 1891-1896                      **** 70-74 *****                    
 1896-1901                     ***** 65-69 *****                    
 1901-1906                   ******* 60-64 *******                  
 1906-1911                  ******** 55-59 ********                 
 1911-1916                ********** 50-54 **********               
 1916-1921               *********** 45-49 ***********              
 1921-1926             ************* 40-44 *************            
 1926-1931             ************* 35-39 *************            
 1931-1936             ************* 30-34 ************             
 1936-1941             ************* 25-29 *************            
 1941-1946           *************** 20-24 ***************          
 1946-1951       ******************* 15-19 ******************       
 1951-1956     ********************* 10-14 ********************     
 1956-1961   ***********************  5- 9 **********************   
 1961-1966    **********************  0- 4 *********************    
     %      6   5   4   3   2   1             1   2   3   4   5   6
                            PERCENT OF TOTAL POPULATION

                                                                       
FIGURE 3:  POPULATION AGE PYRAMID:  1996  CANADA                        
----------------------------------------------------------------------------    
 BIRTH YEARS          MALES           AGE         FEMALES                      
 PRE 1906                             90+  *                                    
 1906-1911                         * 85-89 **                                   
 1911-1916                        ** 80-84 ****                                 
 1916-1921                      **** 75-79 ******                               
 1921-1926                    ****** 70-74 *******                              
 1926-1931                   ******* 65-69 ********                             
 1931-1936                  ******** 60-64 ********                             
 1936-1941                 ********* 55-59 *********                            
 1941-1946               *********** 50-54 ***********                          
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 1946-1951            ************** 45-49 **************                       
 1951-1956          **************** 40-44 ****************                     
 1956-1961        ****************** 35-39 ******************                   
 1961-1966        ****************** 30-34 *****************                    
 1966-1971           *************** 25-29 ***************                      
 1971-1976            ************** 20-24 *************                        
 1976-1981            ************** 15-19 *************                        
 1981-1986            ************** 10-14 *************                        
 1986-1991            **************  5- 9 *************                        
 1991-1996            **************  0- 4 *************                        
     %      6   5   4   3   2   1             1   2   3   4   5   6             
                            PERCENT OF TOTAL POPULATION                         
                                                                                

                                                                                
FIGURE 4:  POPULATION AGE PYRAMID:  2016  CANADA                        
----------------------------------------------------------------------------    
 BIRTH YEARS            MALES         AGE         FEMALES                      
 PRE 1926                          *  90+  ***                                  
 1926-1931                        ** 85-89 ***                                  
 1931-1936                       *** 80-84 *****                                
 1936-1941                     ***** 75-79 ******                               
 1941-1946                  ******** 70-74 *********                            
 1946-1951               *********** 65-69 ************                         
 1951-1956             ************* 60-64 *************                        
 1956-1961           *************** 55-59 ***************                      
 1961-1966           *************** 50-54 ***************                      
 1966-1971            ************** 45-49 **************                       
 1971-1976             ************* 40-44 *************                        
 1976-1981             ************* 35-39 *************                        
 1981-1986            ************** 30-34 *************                        
 1986-1991             ************* 25-29 *************                        
 1991-1996             ************* 20-24 ************                         
 1996-2001              ************ 15-19 ***********                          
 2001-2006               *********** 10-14 ***********                          
 2006-2011               ***********  5- 9 **********                           
 2011-2016               ***********  0- 4 **********                           
     %      6   5   4   3   2   1             1   2   3   4   5   6             
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                            PERCENT OF TOTAL POPULATION                         
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FIGURE 5:  POPULATION AGE PYRAMID:  2041  CANADA                        
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
 BIRTH YEARS            MALES         AGE         FEMALES                      
 PRE 1951                         **  90+  *****                                
 1951-1956                      **** 85-89 *******                              
 1956-1961                   ******* 80-84 **********                           
 1961-1966                ********** 75-79 ************                         
 1966-1971                ********** 70-74 ***********                          
 1971-1976               *********** 65-69 ***********                          
 1976-1981              ************ 60-64 ************                         
 1981-1986             ************* 55-59 *************                        
 1986-1991             ************* 50-54 *************                        
 1991-1996             ************* 45-49 *************                        
 1996-2001             ************* 40-44 ************                         
 2001-2006              ************ 35-39 ************                         
 2006-2011              ************ 30-34 ************                         
 2011-2016              ************ 25-29 ***********                          
 2016-2021               *********** 20-24 ***********                          
 2021-2026               *********** 15-19 **********                           
 2026-2031                ********** 10-14 **********                           
 2031-2036                **********  5- 9 *********                            
 2036-2041                **********  0- 4 *********                            
     %      6   5   4   3   2   1             1   2   3   4   5   6             
                            PERCENT OF TOTAL POPULATION                         
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TABLE 1:  THE POPULATION OF CANADA, 1951-1996:  NUMBERS OF PEOPLE, AGE DISTRIBUTIONS,
FIVE-YEAR GROWTH RATES, FEMALES AS                   PERCENT OF BOTH SEXES, AND DEPENDENCY
RATIOS                                                                         
___________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________
                                                                       Year
                          1951      1956      1961      1966      1971      1976      1981      1986      1991      1996
                  
___________________________________________________________________________________________
_________

Numbers of people ('000)      
   Total population     14,307    16,413    18,605    20,421    22,026    23,518    24,900    26,204    28,120    29,917
     - under 20          5,382     6,473     7,727     8,546     8,616     8,367     7,922     7,492     7,746     7,981
     - 20 to 64          7,826     8,681     9,470    10,317    11,645    13,125    14,598    15,970    17,163    18,285
     - 65 and over       1,099     1,259     1,408     1,558     1,765     2,026     2,379     2,742     3,211     3,651
     - 75 and over         342       414       508       588       675       756       891     1,066     1,292     1,538
     - 85 and over          53        65        82       105       140       167       196       232       288       363

Age distribution (%)          
   Total population      100.0     100.0     100.0     100.0     100.0     100.0     100.0     100.0     100.0     100.0
     - under 20           37.6      39.4      41.5      41.9      39.1      35.6      31.8      28.6      27.5      26.7
     - 20 to 64           54.7      52.9      50.9      50.5      52.9      55.8      58.6      60.9      61.0      61.1
     - 65 and over         7.7       7.7       7.6       7.6       8.0       8.6       9.6      10.5      11.4      12.2
     - 75 and over         2.4       2.5       2.7       2.9       3.1       3.2       3.6       4.1       4.6       5.1
     - 85 and over         0.4       0.4       0.4       0.5       0.6       0.7       0.8       0.9       1.0       1.2

Five-year growth rates (%)    
   Total population                 14.7      13.4       9.8       7.9       6.8       5.9       5.2       7.3       6.4
     - under 20                     20.3      19.4      10.6       0.8      -2.9      -5.3      -5.4       3.4       3.0
     - 20 to 64                     10.9       9.1       8.9      12.9      12.7      11.2       9.4       7.5       6.5
     - 65 and over                  14.5      11.8      10.7      13.3      14.7      17.5      15.2      17.1      13.7
     - 75 and over                  21.2      22.7      15.7      14.9      12.0      17.8      19.6      21.3      19.0
     - 85 and over                  23.1      25.3      27.5      33.4      19.5      17.5      18.6      24.0      26.1

Females as % of both sexes
   Total population       49.2      49.1      49.3      49.6      49.8      50.0      50.2      50.3      50.4      50.5
     - under 20           49.2      49.1      48.9      49.0      49.0      48.9      48.8      48.7      48.8      48.8
     - 20 to 64           49.3      49.0      49.2      49.5      49.5      49.7      49.9      49.8      49.7      49.8
     - 65 and over        49.2      49.9      51.5      53.4      55.1      56.1      57.2      58.1      58.0      57.8
     - 75 and over        51.7      51.8      52.5      54.7      58.0      60.3      61.6      62.4      62.4      62.8
     - 85 and over        56.7      56.8      56.6      58.1      60.3      63.5      67.3      69.7      69.5      70.0

Dependency ratios             
  - based on population       
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          P/W             1.83      1.89      1.96      1.98      1.89      1.79      1.71      1.64      1.64      1.64
          E/W             0.14      0.15      0.15      0.15      0.15      0.15      0.16      0.17      0.19      0.20
          Y/W             0.69      0.75      0.82      0.83      0.74      0.64      0.54      0.47      0.45      0.44
          (E+Y)/W         0.83      0.89      0.96      0.98      0.89      0.79      0.71      0.64      0.64      0.64
  - based on labour force     
          P/L             2.59      2.68      2.69      2.62      2.45      2.21      2.00      1.94      1.93      1.98
          E/L             0.20      0.21      0.20      0.20      0.20      0.19      0.19      0.20      0.22      0.24
          Y/L             0.97      1.06      1.12      1.10      0.96      0.79      0.64      0.55      0.53      0.53
          (E+Y)/L         1.17      1.26      1.32      1.29      1.15      0.98      0.83      0.76      0.75      0.77

___________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________

Note:  The following symbols are used in defining dependency ratios:  P for the total population; Y (young) for
       population under 20; W (working age) for population 20-64; E (elderly) for population 65 and over; L for
       labour force.  Growth rates are for preceding five-year periods.  Population figures relate to middle of year;
       labour force figures used in dependency rate calculations are annual averages.
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TABLE 2:  THE FUTURE POPULATION OF CANADA, 1996-2041, UNDER FIVE ALTERNATIVE SETS OF
ASSUMPTIONS:  NUMBERS OF PEOPLE,
          BY AGE
___________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________
                                                                       Year
                          1996      2001      2006      2011      2016      2021      2026      2031      2036      2041
                  
___________________________________________________________________________________________
_________

                                                      -- "medium" assumptions --              

   Total population     29,917    31,550    33,036    34,428    35,745    36,959    38,015    38,868    39,513    39,978
     - under 20          7,981     8,070     8,013     7,920     7,851     7,905     7,990     8,023     7,995     7,949
     - 20 to 64         18,285    19,449    20,610    21,495    21,950    22,070    21,853    21,627    21,723    21,927
     - 65 and over       3,651     4,031     4,413     5,012     5,944     6,984     8,172     9,217     9,795    10,102
     - 75 and over       1,538     1,845     2,105     2,307     2,520     2,921     3,585     4,295     5,067     5,664
     - 85 and over         363       465       569       697       793       863       956     1,161     1,492     1,809

                                                  -- "old population" assumptions --      

   Total population     29,917    31,460    32,674    33,712    34,695    35,589    36,315    36,792    36,989    36,936
     - under 20          7,981     7,971     7,618     7,128     6,652     6,385     6,313     6,233     6,028     5,767
     - 20 to 64         18,284    19,451    20,619    21,517    21,990    22,032    21,540    20,932    20,638    20,437
     - 65 and over       3,652     4,038     4,437     5,067     6,052     7,171     8,463     9,627    10,323    10,732
     - 75 and over       1,539     1,850     2,121     2,346     2,596     3,051     3,791     4,596     5,477     6,178
     - 85 and over         363       467       577       717       833       930     1,056     1,307     1,702     2,091

                                                  -- "young population" assumptions --    

   Total population     29,917    31,773    33,923    36,194    38,380    40,470    42,507    44,583    46,733    48,900
     - under 20          7,981     8,302     8,934     9,769    10,647    11,465    12,000    12,528    13,290    14,207
     - 20 to 64         18,285    19,447    20,599    21,469    21,899    22,219    22,653    23,316    24,311    25,452
     - 65 and over       3,650     4,024     4,389     4,956     5,833     6,787     7,853     8,739     9,132     9,241
     - 75 and over       1,538     1,840     2,087     2,267     2,443     2,788     3,365     3,955     4,569     4,985
     - 85 and over         362       462       562       678       754       796       854     1,007     1,252     1,464

                                                  -- "high immigration" assumptions --    

   Total population     29,917    31,858    33,886    35,857    37,776    39,608    41,295    42,792    44,092    45,217
     - under 20          7,981     8,158     8,258     8,329     8,423     8,635     8,859     9,019     9,116     9,196
     - 20 to 64         18,285    19,655    21,173    22,434    23,281    23,807    24,010    24,201    24,685    25,234
     - 65 and over       3,651     4,045     4,456     5,094     6,072     7,166     8,426     9,572    10,291    10,786
     - 75 and over       1,538     1,849     2,116     2,332     2,565     2,992     3,684     4,429     5,248     5,913
     - 85 and over         363       465       571       701       801       876       978     1,195     1,538     1,871
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                                                  -- "low immigration" assumptions --     

   Total population     29,917    31,243    32,185    32,999    33,714    34,310    34,735    34,943    34,933    34,738
     - under 20          7,981     7,982     7,768     7,511     7,279     7,175     7,121     7,027     6,874     6,702
     - 20 to 64         18,285    19,243    20,047    20,557    20,618    20,332    19,695    19,053    18,761    18,619
     - 65 and over       3,651     4,018     4,370     4,931     5,817     6,802     7,919     8,863     9,299     9,417
     - 75 and over       1,538     1,842     2,093     2,282     2,475     2,851     3,486     4,161     4,886     5,414
     - 85 and over         363       464       568       694       786       849       933     1,128     1,445     1,748

___________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________

Note: See note to Table 1.  
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TABLE 3:  THE FUTURE POPULATION OF CANADA, 1996-2041, UNDER FIVE ALTERNATIVE SETS OF
ASSUMPTIONS:  PERCENTAGE AGE
          DISTRIBUTION
___________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________
                                                                       Year
                          1996      2001      2006      2011      2016      2021      2026      2031      2036      2041
                  
___________________________________________________________________________________________
_________

                                                      -- "medium" assumptions --              

   Total population      100.0     100.0     100.0     100.0     100.0     100.0     100.0     100.0     100.0     100.0
     - under 20           26.7      25.6      24.3      23.0      22.0      21.4      21.0      20.6      20.2      19.9
     - 20 to 64           61.1      61.6      62.4      62.4      61.4      59.7      57.5      55.6      55.0      54.8
     - 65 and over        12.2      12.8      13.4      14.6      16.6      18.9      21.5      23.7      24.8      25.3
     - 75 and over         5.1       5.8       6.4       6.7       7.1       7.9       9.4      11.1      12.8      14.2
     - 85 and over         1.2       1.5       1.7       2.0       2.2       2.3       2.5       3.0       3.8       4.5

                                                  -- "old population" assumptions --      

   Total population      100.0     100.0     100.0     100.0     100.0     100.0     100.0     100.0     100.0     100.0
     - under 20           26.7      25.3      23.3      21.1      19.2      17.9      17.4      16.9      16.3      15.6
     - 20 to 64           61.1      61.8      63.1      63.8      63.4      61.9      59.3      56.9      55.8      55.3
     - 65 and over        12.2      12.8      13.6      15.0      17.4      20.2      23.3      26.2      27.9      29.1
     - 75 and over         5.1       5.9       6.5       7.0       7.5       8.6      10.4      12.5      14.8      16.7
     - 85 and over         1.2       1.5       1.8       2.1       2.4       2.6       2.9       3.6       4.6       5.7

                                                  -- "young population" assumptions --    

   Total population      100.0     100.0     100.0     100.0     100.0     100.0     100.0     100.0     100.0     100.0
     - under 20           26.7      26.1      26.3      27.0      27.7      28.3      28.2      28.1      28.4      29.1
     - 20 to 64           61.1      61.2      60.7      59.3      57.1      54.9      53.3      52.3      52.0      52.0
     - 65 and over        12.2      12.7      12.9      13.7      15.2      16.8      18.5      19.6      19.5      18.9
     - 75 and over         5.1       5.8       6.2       6.3       6.4       6.9       7.9       8.9       9.8      10.2
     - 85 and over         1.2       1.5       1.7       1.9       2.0       2.0       2.0       2.3       2.7       3.0

                                                  -- "high immigration" assumptions --    

   Total population      100.0     100.0     100.0     100.0     100.0     100.0     100.0     100.0     100.0     100.0
     - under 20           26.7      25.6      24.4      23.2      22.3      21.8      21.5      21.1      20.7      20.3
     - 20 to 64           61.1      61.7      62.5      62.6      61.6      60.1      58.1      56.6      56.0      55.8
     - 65 and over        12.2      12.7      13.2      14.2      16.1      18.1      20.4      22.4      23.3      23.9
     - 75 and over         5.1       5.8       6.2       6.5       6.8       7.6       8.9      10.3      11.9      13.1
     - 85 and over         1.2       1.5       1.7       2.0       2.1       2.2       2.4       2.8       3.5       4.1
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                                                  -- "low immigration" assumptions --     

   Total population      100.0     100.0     100.0     100.0     100.0     100.0     100.0     100.0     100.0     100.0
     - under 20           26.7      25.5      24.1      22.8      21.6      20.9      20.5      20.1      19.7      19.3
     - 20 to 64           61.1      61.6      62.3      62.3      61.2      59.3      56.7      54.5      53.7      53.6
     - 65 and over        12.2      12.9      13.6      14.9      17.3      19.8      22.8      25.4      26.6      27.1
     - 75 and over         5.1       5.9       6.5       6.9       7.3       8.3      10.0      11.9      14.0      15.6
     - 85 and over         1.2       1.5       1.8       2.1       2.3       2.5       2.7       3.2       4.1       5.0

___________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________

Note:  See note to Table 1.
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TABLE 4:  THE FUTURE POPULATION OF CANADA, 1996-2041, UNDER FIVE ALTERNATIVE SETS OF
ASSUMPTIONS:  FIVE-YEAR PERCENTAGE
          GROWTH RATES
___________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________
                                                                       Year
                          1996      2001      2006      2011      2016      2021      2026      2031      2036      2041
                  
___________________________________________________________________________________________
_________

                                                      -- "medium" assumptions --              

   Total population        6.4       5.5       4.7       4.2       3.8       3.4       2.9       2.2       1.7       1.2
     - under 20            3.0       1.1      -0.7      -1.2      -0.9       0.7       1.1       0.4      -0.4      -0.6
     - 20 to 64            6.5       6.4       6.0       4.3       2.1       0.5      -1.0      -1.0       0.4       0.9
     - 65 and over        13.7      10.4       9.5      13.6      18.6      17.5      17.0      12.8       6.3       3.1
     - 75 and over        19.0      20.0      14.0       9.6       9.3      15.9      22.7      19.8      18.0      11.8
     - 85 and over        25.9      28.2      22.6      22.5      13.8       8.8      10.8      21.5      28.4      21.3

                                                  -- "old population" assumptions --      

   Total population        6.4       5.2       3.9       3.2       2.9       2.6       2.0       1.3       0.5      -0.1
     - under 20            3.0      -0.1      -4.4      -6.4      -6.7      -4.0      -1.1      -1.3      -3.3      -4.3
     - 20 to 64            6.5       6.4       6.0       4.4       2.2       0.2      -2.2      -2.8      -1.4      -1.0
     - 65 and over        13.7      10.6       9.9      14.2      19.5      18.5      18.0      13.8       7.2       4.0
     - 75 and over        19.1      20.2      14.6      10.6      10.6      17.5      24.3      21.2      19.2      12.8
     - 85 and over        26.0      28.7      23.6      24.2      16.2      11.6      13.5      23.8      30.3      22.8

                                                  -- "young population" assumptions --    

   Total population        6.4       6.2       6.8       6.7       6.0       5.4       5.0       4.9       4.8       4.6
     - under 20            3.0       4.0       7.6       9.3       9.0       7.7       4.7       4.4       6.1       6.9
     - 20 to 64            6.5       6.4       5.9       4.2       2.0       1.5       2.0       2.9       4.3       4.7
     - 65 and over        13.7      10.2       9.1      12.9      17.7      16.4      15.7      11.3       4.5       1.2
     - 75 and over        19.0      19.7      13.4       8.6       7.8      14.1      20.7      17.6      15.5       9.1
     - 85 and over        25.8      27.7      21.5      20.6      11.3       5.6       7.3      17.8      24.4      17.0

                                                  -- "high immigration" assumptions --    

   Total population        6.4       6.5       6.4       5.8       5.4       4.8       4.3       3.6       3.0       2.6
     - under 20            3.0       2.2       1.2       0.9       1.1       2.5       2.6       1.8       1.1       0.9
     - 20 to 64            6.5       7.5       7.7       6.0       3.8       2.3       0.9       0.8       2.0       2.2
     - 65 and over        13.7      10.8      10.2      14.3      19.2      18.0      17.6      13.6       7.5       4.8
     - 75 and over        19.0      20.2      14.5      10.2      10.0      16.6      23.2      20.2      18.5      12.7
     - 85 and over        25.9      28.3      22.8      22.8      14.2       9.5      11.6      22.1      28.7      21.7
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                                                  -- "low immigration" assumptions --     

   Total population        6.4       4.4       3.0       2.5       2.2       1.8       1.2       0.6       0.0      -0.6
     - under 20            3.0       0.0      -2.7      -3.3      -3.1      -1.4      -0.8      -1.3      -2.2      -2.5
     - 20 to 64            6.5       5.2       4.2       2.5       0.3      -1.4      -3.1      -3.3      -1.5      -0.8
     - 65 and over        13.7      10.0       8.8      12.8      18.0      16.9      16.4      11.9       4.9       1.3
     - 75 and over        19.0      19.7      13.6       9.0       8.5      15.2      22.3      19.4      17.4      10.8
     - 85 and over        25.9      28.1      22.3      22.1      13.3       8.1       9.9      20.8      28.2      21.0

___________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________

Note:  See note to Table 1.
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TABLE 5:  THE FUTURE POPULATION OF CANADA, 1996-2041, UNDER FIVE ALTERNATIVE SETS OF
ASSUMPTIONS:  FEMALES AS PERCENT
          OF BOTH SEXES
___________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________
                                                                       Year
                          1996      2001      2006      2011      2016      2021      2026      2031      2036      2041
                  
___________________________________________________________________________________________
_________

                                                      -- "medium" assumptions --

   Total population       50.5      50.6      50.6      50.6      50.6      50.7      50.7      50.8      50.9      50.9
     - under 20           48.8      48.8      48.8      48.8      48.8      48.8      48.8      48.8      48.8      48.8
     - 20 to 64           49.8      49.9      49.9      49.9      49.9      49.8      49.7      49.7      49.6      49.5
     - 65 and over        57.8      57.5      57.2      56.7      56.1      55.7      55.4      55.2      55.5      55.6
     - 75 and over        62.8      62.7      62.2      61.7      61.1      60.3      59.5      59.2      59.0      58.9
     - 85 and over        70.0      70.3      70.6      70.3      69.4      68.6      67.9      67.0      66.4      66.2

                                                  -- "old population" assumptions --

   Total population       50.5      50.6      50.6      50.7      50.7      50.7      50.8      50.9      51.0      51.1
     - under 20           48.8      48.8      48.8      48.8      48.8      48.8      48.8      48.8      48.8      48.7
     - 20 to 64           49.8      49.9      49.9      49.9      49.8      49.7      49.7      49.6      49.6      49.5
     - 65 and over        57.8      57.5      57.2      56.7      56.0      55.6      55.2      55.1      55.3      55.5
     - 75 and over        62.8      62.7      62.2      61.7      61.1      60.2      59.3      59.0      58.7      58.6
     - 85 and over        70.0      70.3      70.6      70.4      69.5      68.8      68.0      67.0      66.3      66.1

                                                  -- "young population" assumptions --

   Total population       50.5      50.6      50.6      50.5      50.5      50.5      50.5      50.5      50.5      50.5
     - under 20           48.8      48.8      48.8      48.8      48.8      48.8      48.8      48.8      48.8      48.8
     - 20 to 64           49.8      49.9      49.9      49.9      49.9      49.8      49.7      49.7      49.6      49.5
     - 65 and over        57.8      57.5      57.2      56.7      56.1      55.8      55.5      55.5      55.7      55.9
     - 75 and over        62.8      62.7      62.2      61.7      61.2      60.4      59.6      59.4      59.2      59.2
     - 85 and over        70.0      70.3      70.5      70.2      69.3      68.4      67.7      66.8      66.2      66.1

                                                  -- "high immigration" assumptions --

   Total population       50.5      50.6      50.6      50.6      50.7      50.7      50.7      50.8      50.9      50.9
     - under 20           48.8      48.8      48.8      48.8      48.8      48.8      48.8      48.8      48.8      48.8
     - 20 to 64           49.8      49.9      49.9      49.9      49.9      49.9      49.8      49.8      49.7      49.7
     - 65 and over        57.8      57.5      57.2      56.7      56.1      55.8      55.4      55.3      55.5      55.6
     - 75 and over        62.8      62.7      62.2      61.7      61.2      60.3      59.6      59.3      59.0      58.9
     - 85 and over        70.0      70.3      70.6      70.3      69.4      68.6      68.0      67.1      66.5      66.3
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                                                  -- "low immigration" assumptions --

   Total population       50.5      50.6      50.6      50.6      50.6      50.7      50.7      50.8      50.9      50.9
     - under 20           48.8      48.8      48.8      48.8      48.8      48.8      48.8      48.8      48.8      48.8
     - 20 to 64           49.8      49.8      49.8      49.8      49.8      49.7      49.6      49.5      49.4      49.4
     - 65 and over        57.8      57.5      57.2      56.7      56.0      55.6      55.3      55.2      55.4      55.7
     - 75 and over        62.8      62.7      62.2      61.7      61.1      60.3      59.4      59.1      58.9      58.8
     - 85 and over        70.0      70.3      70.6      70.3      69.4      68.6      67.9      66.9      66.3      66.1

___________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________

Note:  See note to Table 1.
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TABLE 6:  THE FUTURE POPULATION OF CANADA, 1996-2041, UNDER FIVE ALTERNATIVE SETS OF
ASSUMPTIONS:  DEPENDENCY RATIOS
___________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________
                                                                       Year
                          1996      2001      2006      2011      2016      2021      2026      2031      2036      2041
                  
___________________________________________________________________________________________
_________

                                                      -- "medium" assumptions --              

  - based on population       
          P/W             1.64      1.62      1.60      1.60      1.63      1.67      1.74      1.80      1.82      1.82
          E/W             0.20      0.21      0.21      0.23      0.27      0.32      0.37      0.43      0.45      0.46
          Y/W             0.44      0.41      0.39      0.37      0.36      0.36      0.37      0.37      0.37      0.36
          (E+Y)/W         0.64      0.62      0.60      0.60      0.63      0.68      0.74      0.80      0.82      0.82
  - based on labour force     
          P/L             1.98      1.96      1.96      1.97      2.03      2.09      2.16      2.20      2.23      2.24
          E/L             0.24      0.25      0.26      0.29      0.34      0.40      0.46      0.52      0.55      0.57
          Y/L             0.53      0.50      0.48      0.45      0.45      0.45      0.45      0.46      0.45      0.45
          (E+Y)/L         0.77      0.75      0.74      0.74      0.79      0.85      0.91      0.98      1.00      1.02

                                                  -- "old population" assumptions --      

  - based on population       
          P/W             1.64      1.62      1.58      1.57      1.58      1.62      1.69      1.76      1.79      1.81
          E/W             0.20      0.21      0.22      0.24      0.28      0.33      0.39      0.46      0.50      0.53
          Y/W             0.44      0.41      0.37      0.33      0.30      0.29      0.29      0.30      0.29      0.28
          (E+Y)/W         0.64      0.62      0.59      0.57      0.58      0.62      0.68      0.76      0.79      0.81
  - based on labour force     
          P/L             1.98      1.95      1.94      1.93      1.97      2.04      2.11      2.18      2.22      2.26
          E/L             0.24      0.25      0.26      0.29      0.34      0.41      0.49      0.57      0.62      0.66
          Y/L             0.53      0.50      0.45      0.41      0.38      0.37      0.37      0.37      0.36      0.35
          (E+Y)/L         0.77      0.75      0.71      0.70      0.72      0.78      0.86      0.94      0.98      1.01

                                                  -- "young population" assumptions --    

  - based on population       
          P/W             1.64      1.63      1.65      1.69      1.75      1.82      1.88      1.91      1.92      1.92
          E/W             0.20      0.21      0.21      0.23      0.27      0.31      0.35      0.37      0.38      0.36
          Y/W             0.44      0.43      0.43      0.46      0.49      0.52      0.53      0.54      0.55      0.56
          (E+Y)/W         0.64      0.64      0.64      0.69      0.76      0.83      0.88      0.91      0.93      0.92
  - based on labour force     
          P/L             1.98      1.97      2.01      2.07      2.17      2.24      2.27      2.30      2.30      2.30
          E/L             0.24      0.25      0.26      0.28      0.33      0.38      0.42      0.45      0.45      0.43
          Y/L             0.53      0.52      0.53      0.56      0.60      0.63      0.64      0.64      0.65      0.67
          (E+Y)/L         0.77      0.77      0.79      0.84      0.93      1.01      1.06      1.09      1.10      1.10
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                                                  -- "high immigration" assumptions --    

  - based on population       
          P/W             1.64      1.62      1.60      1.60      1.62      1.66      1.72      1.77      1.79      1.79
          E/W             0.20      0.21      0.21      0.23      0.26      0.30      0.35      0.40      0.42      0.43
          Y/W             0.44      0.42      0.39      0.37      0.36      0.36      0.37      0.37      0.37      0.36
          (E+Y)/W         0.64      0.63      0.60      0.60      0.62      0.66      0.72      0.77      0.79      0.79
  - based on labour force     
          P/L             1.98      1.96      1.95      1.96      2.01      2.07      2.13      2.17      2.19      2.20
          E/L             0.24      0.25      0.26      0.28      0.32      0.37      0.43      0.48      0.51      0.53
          Y/L             0.53      0.50      0.48      0.46      0.45      0.45      0.46      0.46      0.45      0.45
          (E+Y)/L         0.77      0.75      0.74      0.74      0.77      0.82      0.89      0.94      0.96      0.98

                                                  -- "low immigration" assumptions --     

  - based on population       
          P/W             1.64      1.62      1.61      1.61      1.64      1.69      1.76      1.83      1.86      1.87
          E/W             0.20      0.21      0.22      0.24      0.28      0.33      0.40      0.47      0.50      0.51
          Y/W             0.44      0.41      0.39      0.37      0.35      0.35      0.36      0.37      0.37      0.36
          (E+Y)/W         0.64      0.62      0.61      0.61      0.63      0.68      0.76      0.84      0.87      0.87
  - based on labour force     
          P/L             1.98      1.96      1.96      1.98      2.04      2.12      2.20      2.25      2.28      2.30
          E/L             0.24      0.25      0.27      0.30      0.35      0.42      0.50      0.57      0.61      0.62
          Y/L             0.53      0.50      0.47      0.45      0.44      0.44      0.45      0.45      0.45      0.44
          (E+Y)/L         0.77      0.75      0.74      0.75      0.79      0.86      0.95      1.02      1.06      1.06

___________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________

Note:  See note to Table 1.
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